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#)ME BACK HOME,
ALUMNI,
IT'S INFORMAL

Pacific Weekly

HI YA, SKINNAY!
HI YA, GYM!
PSA DANCE TONITE

College of the Pacific and Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California Friday, Oct. 11, 1940

_

No. 6

TO HOLD OPEN HOUSE
Informality
'Key-note of
Homecoming
Numerous Events for
Returning Alumni

Dinner, Dance
Open Gym

"Educatic
Convention"
Held
New members of the teaching
staff were welcomed Tuesday,
October 8, when the faculty's an
nual dinner was held in the SCA
building.
Decorated in the colors of our
American Flag, the affair repre
sented a political convention.
Each new "candidate' was identi
fied by a bright banner bearing
his name and state. In this time
ly atmosphere a new political par
ty was born—for this was an
"Educatic convention."
The College's own flower, the
red salvia, was used in the floral
decorations.

Informality, an essential to
campus life, will keynote Home
coming festivities this year.
The Pacific Alumni Council
has planned a Homecoming Open
House in Anderson Hall follow
ing the Pacific-Fresno football
game on Friday, October 18, in
order to give alumni and their
guests an opportunity to gather
informally. Sandwiches, coffee
and cake will be served at 25c
per person. No set program has
been planned for this affair,
alumni and guests may come and SPEAKERS' TABLE
go as they wish.
At the speaker's table were
BONFIRE
Mr. Thomas Connolly, Mr. Ar
Reminiscent of the Pacific thur Ferry, Mrs. Robert Gordon,
gymnasium bonfire of last spring
the Pacific Student Association Mr. Frederick Clark, Mr. Robert
Bonfire and rally at 8 p. m. on Clark, Mr. C. E. Corbin, Miss
Thursday, October 17, will mark Eleanor McCann and Miss Mar
tho opening of the Homecoming tha Pierce. Mr. Frederick Farley
celebration. More important to gave the welcoming address. The
Pacific freshmen, it will mark presidency of the Faculty Club
the end of their subjection to the Mr. Allen Waldo, was toastmas
ter.
sophomores.
Special credit for the success of
The Homecoming program for
Friday, October 18, includes the this banquet must be given to
the various committees, and to
Pacific-Fresno game at 8 p. m. the classes and clubs of the Home
and the Homecoming Open
Economics Department who plan
House at 10:15.
ned, cooked and served the food

Dedication Ceremonies After
Dinner For Season Ticket Holders
By DON LiA MOINE
You've dreamed of it. You've wished for it—and
now it becomes a reality at last.
Last spring when the old gym was destroyed by
fire many students, especially the athleticly inclined
ones, gave vent to loud moanings.
But now these
•have been changed to cries of a
different nature.

HELLO GYM
HOW YUH
BEEN?

SCA Groups
Work, Roast
Weinies

Ignored are charges from the
Not "Hello Joe," but "Hello Mountain Goats' Union, local No.
Gym," is the theme that will
6, that SCA Cabin Committee
be carried out tonight at the i members are crowding union endedication dance of the gym
nasium. Freshman girls, un rollees off hillside trails.
Miss Margaret Campbell, SCA
der the direction of Joyce Wig
gins, are decorating for the secretary, defended the Room s
Host and Hostess group when,
event.
Members of the Cal Ramb Sunday last, brambled happily
lers football team and Pacific
alumni are invited to attend over Hogan Dam and in and
the dance. All others attend about the countryside. "At no
ing must come in couples, of [ time," states Miss Campbell,
which at least one is a PSA "were union rules violated. Only
mountains approved by Bill E.
card holder.
Goat, union president, were tack
led."

DREAM COMES TRUE
When the students began pouring on the campus last Septem
ber 3, they were surprised to see
a wonderfully modern structure
rising. They couldn't believe it
was really true that Pacific was
to enjoy the convenience of a
new gym.
But tonight at 7:30 a loyal
group of men who have fought
hard, and worked harder, to se
cure the new gym will dedicate
the new structure formally. It
will be the real answer to the
dream of past years.

DINNER TONIGHT
O. H. Ritter, comptroller of the
College of the Pacific, has an
nounced that a large dinner will
be held in Anderson Hall tonight
from 6:30 to 7:30 for the subscribers to the Alumni Seat Sales.
REUNIONS
These cooperative citizens of
On Saturday, October 19, hon
WEINKE BAKE
Stockton who purchased the fiveorary societies will hold break
To further brace appetites af dollar season tickets from Chuck
fast meetings, and there will be
ter this Alpine appetizer, a cyclo Warmer will be the first to take
fraternity and sorority reunions
nic volley ball tournament judg part in opening ceremonies. As
during the day. The Alumni
ed by "Hardrock Dock" Colliver Mr. Ritter explains, "lit is the
Council has furnished addresses
was held, followed by a scrumpt- least we can do for these men
of alumni to all campus societies
uous "foist kless" weiner bake who have helped so much.
so that they may invite mem
Closing the day's fun, all joined
bers to their own gatherings. At
After the dinner, the party will
in a starlight campfire sing.
9 p. m. on Saturday night there
adjourp to the gym for the dedi
Preparations
were
made
for
will be a PSA Homecoming
Campus Consensus Changes During
this trip and many more as en cation and then proceed to Bax
Dance in the new gymnasium—
joyable when, on Tuesday of last ter Stadium for the Pacific-Cal
Past
Six
Months—Towards
Draft
admission by alumni membership
week,
Allan Philp, committee Rambler game—first home game
and PSA cards. Herman Sapiro
.
chairman; Doug Powell,
roweu, past
p^sv for the fighting Tigers, just back
will furnish the jive.
The
nulse
of
America's
col-*
At
East
Texas
State
Teachers
Campbell
and from a hard battle at Notre
—
cnainiia.il,
LYilOO
-—
chairman; Miss
The All College Honor Society
.
Tt will
will be
he college, the East Texan believes Bob
Burns, committee adviser, Dame.
;_
R h BurnSj
quickening. It
is planning a breakfast for its legians is
that the munitions makers are went to the cabin, where plans
alumni. The affair will take place an interesting study, when things
now satisfied, and that "they Were made for the years cabin KNOLES TO TALK
at 8 a. m. on Sunday, October have returned to a more normal
smile
as they run their hand in activities,
Dr. Tully C. Knoles, president
20. Homecoming services will be stae, to analyze the swing in col
their
pocket
to
feel
the
place
that
of
the College, will act as master
held in Stockton churches on legiate opinion during the months
will hold those fat, juicy profits. SIERRA A
of ceremonies tonight and will
Sunday at 11 a. m.
when congress was debating and But the Texan adds that "from
Last Saturday Allan Philp an make the dedication speech at
passing the conscription bill.
RECORATIONS
past demonstrations of patriot- his^ enthusiasUc
the gym. Of course, the whole
Comment of the Daily Athen
g
The second annual PSA and
ism on the campus it is evident aday
Again this Sat. of Tiger Town is invited to at
aeum
at
West
Virginia
univer
Alumni Council trophy for the
that all students will f"swer the ^
philp will take several peo- tend the opening of the new gym
best decorated fraternity or sor sity is typical: "Strangely enough call and that they wiRbe glad
tQ the cabin> where, lungs
Students will "take over" at
the
consensus
on
the
campus
has
ority house will be awarded dur
fuU of that triply-peachy, come 10:30 after the football game for
ing Homecoming festivities. The changed considerably since last to defend their country.'
While admitting it is "natural hither, Sierra air, the travelers a red-hot time in the old gym
theme last year was "Amos Alon- spring. Many who were then op
(not too hot—remember what
zo Stagg," and the trophy was posed to conscription are now in enough" that some college men wju busily build,
Everyone wanting to go is ask- happened to the old one) when
won by Alpha Theta Tau.
favor of the draft." The Athen should not favor the draft law,
Decorating expenses for these aeum also observes that Ameri the College Exponent at May-1 gd to see Miss Campbell in the Skinnay Ennis and his lads swing
out for dancing till two o'clock.
campus organizations will be de can youth has no argument with ville (N. D.) State Teachers col- SCA office before Saturday,
frayed with the surplus money peoples of any land and would lege warns the public not to "get
Ennis, who is featured on Bob
donated for the broadcast of the rather spend its energy in friend the wrong opinion of this college
Hope's weekly program on NBC
Pacific-Notre Dame game.
puts on a good show—and thanks
ly rivalry of sports — BUT youth. The majority believe in
military training for the defense
to
the efforts of the ex-commit
YOUTH IS READY."
of our country. No class of
tee and buyers of student body
HITTING THE BRINK!
SOUTHERNERS
cards he will be here for the
At Louisiana State university, youth is more patriotic or loyal
Harken, all ye yearlings! The
to these United States."
opening of our $52,000 structure.
first outbreak of freshman-sopho the Daily Reveille urges "a vote
The
price is 25c plus a student
of
confidence
to
our
congressional
OTHERS
I g.gQ—Dinner honoring season
more rivalry resulted in ultimate
body
card to stomp on the new
'Conscription should be hated, t)Mwt holderSt
for the lardly two-year men of leaders who finally secured pas
floor tonight. If you haven't
sage
of
the
conscription
bill.
Why
declared
the
Brown
University
8-oo—PACIFIC
vs.
CAL.
RAM
Chico State last Thursday, when
student body card, there's still
f h e f r o s h h i t t h e b r i n k . . . i t i s should we not have selective serv- Daily Herald, "but it should not BLBRS
time to get one in the PSA office.
ive
when
the
imminent
black
be
shunned.
We
should
use
it
in
IQ
.
QO
—Gym
open
house.
Dance
rumored that organization and
Come on Pacific—see you to
hot brawn was the reason . . . . clouds of war are shadowing the same way we use a. danger- j featuring SKINNY ENNIS and
night
at the game and the dance.
every
phase
of
liberty
designed
Cheer up, muh lads! Better luck
(Continued on page 9, column It) his band.
by peace-loving peoples?"
hext time, and stuff 'n such!!

Other Colleges Look At
Conscription Bill

FEATURES
OF THE
NITE
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JANET McGINNIS, Editor
Phone 3 0206 or 9-9121
IRVINE SPRAGUE, Manager
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STAGESTRUCK
By

HUNI

Published every Friday during the College
year by the Pacific Student Association. Entered
as second class matter October 24 1924 at the
Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of Theatre kids are all okay—
As long as they always get
March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special
their way.
rate of postage provided lor 1"
'
But when the roles are not just
October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
right
Then they're ready to scrap
SUBSCRIPTIONS
and fight.
*1.50 A YEAR
Clarabel Coffman is up to her
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager
neck in problems right now over
j940
Member
1941 her forthcoming production of
LADY WINDEMERE'S FAN in
Pbsocicrfed Collegiate Press
^ the Studio Theatre. First she had
trouble finding a suitable opus,
then she found her casting lot a
Editorial Board
troublesome one, and finally part
of her set had to be redone. HuniJESSIE HANNAY, News
cakes to Barbara Baxley—she
LESLIE KNOLES, Society
has the lead—for she is reputed
BOB CONAWAY, Sports
ly the best reader of the incom
JEANNE DAGG, Feature
ing dramatic class. Oh, well, do
JERROLD WALKER, Makeup
not worry C. C. Somebody got a
FRANCES WATSON, Desk
tic in his left eye from worry
ADELE SCOBLE, Exchange
ing over a play—once; and it
TOM WOODRUFF, Photography
tain't worth it. No, sir. Every
MARGIE CRAW, Advertising Associate
thing will turn out hunky dorky
MISS ELEANER McCANN, Faculty Advisot and LADY WINDEMER'S FAN
REPORTERS: Miriam Adams, Doris Bow- will be one of the better shows
ring, Milton Callas, Rose Ann Chatton, Jack seen downstairs during the 1940Coale, Ellen Colvan, Helen Culver, Harriet David 41 Studio Theatre season. (Such
son, Jean Davis, Joan Edwards.
dogmatism.)
Jack Friend, Biddle Frost, William Grant,
Sa, what's back of this "BeDon Jonte, Earl Klapstein, Don La Morne, Willa Kind-to-Wheeler" Week? Or what
McDonald, Betty Morrison, Warren Nielsen.
is this about "Liz" Hawkes car
Elvin Platti, Rollie Romo, June Trangen, Jack rying the torch for a certain R.
Toomay, Bob Warren, Katherine Wheeler, Iola
S.? Or Betty Elliot's pool-playing
Whitlock.
abilities? And is it true that Con
nie Slater is a whizz on roller
skates? Perhaps you know one
of Bob English's highest ambi
The doors of Pacific will be flung wide tions, no? This transfer to Paci
this next week because this is the time fic wishes that he had a crop
of hair as handsome as De Mar
for all alumni to return home.
From cities almost all over the United cus Brown's. Does he want the
States, graduates of the College of Paci worries that must go along with
head of hair like that?
fic will come back to their alma mater a Now
that WHAT A LIFE is
to refresh their memories of the campus over, this column can go to . . .
and to build up new associations.
not where you're thinking . . .
Students and faculty alike will be on other activities. But still, the Re
hand eager to help those of the alumni mark of the Week still comes
who have questions. Through these peo from one of that play's castple prospective students hear of Pacific Bud Stefan, in fact. Quote: I wish
and a good name is built up. We should that I was going to my own wed
bear this fact in mind when we greet ding. End quote. But what does
SHE wish? That's what counts.
these alumni.
So next week-end let's all "Welcome Beneath Jane O'Connor's blue
eyes and black hair lurks a
Home Alumni."
mighty "fine" temperament. "Lo
comotive" O'Connor—alias "Cannonball" in Yuba City—had to
eat three (3) breakfasts one
Catch up on your sleep this week, morning before a performance
kiddies, 'cause next week there'll be no to calm her nerves. (Or was it
to fill her caboose?)
sleep for nobody nohow!
Next week-end, besides marking Regarding "Locomotive" Jane
home-coming, will see the annual fracas (her friends call her "Loco" for
there is a pathetic story.
of Pacific vs. Fresno here in Stockton, short)
Rumor hath it that she had a
remember?
nocturnal feminine quadrfeped
Old-timers will also remember Fres and dreamed that one Chet Phil
no's great onslaught on Pacific last year, ips—to paraphrase an old pro
and new students need only use their verb—tried to drag her to water,
eyes to see the result of that raid. but could not push her in. In
Fresno was fully prepared for Pacific's fact—Jane's still dreaming—she
"darndest" last year. For three succes got up, caught Chet by his scalp
sive nights guards' were stationed to "rassled" him down and sat on
watch every vantage place of the campus. him, before he even had a chance
Are we going to stand calmly by to cry "Yay-huni." It was really
and see Fresno literally take over the a very realistic nightmare for
town next week? If not we'd better do you should see the black and
blue marks she is showing to her
something to prevent it.
best friends.
College students are by self-admis This mathematical formula is
sion wise, just ask 'em ... so we'll for geometry students only: (1
let this go with just a word—Nix!
Joe College plus 1 Betty Coed)
and 1 Country Club Dance, well
mixed, around 12 to 15 assorted
Scotch and's, Thomas C's and
Dak-R-E'ss equals 2 blackouts, or
Let's not take the Cal Ramblers too do
others than math students
lightly tonite.
know the equation.
This year's squad is potentially as The next time Allison Gossitt
great as their varsity brothers and al goes out with Esther DeMark he
though sports writers are prone to put will NOT borrow a car. On the
them in the push-over class, spectators last time, the borrowed car stall
who saw them roll over a supposedly ed; consequently, Al's time was
strong Cal Aggie team will tell you dif occupied by the motor—and not
with Esther.
ferently.
Coach Gordon's boys will be trying The Esquird (Do you have a
in your room?) magazine
for two in a row and would like nothing Petty
is trying to re-introduce knickers
better than a victory over the Staggmen. to the fellahs. I don't think that
Overconfidence has ruined many a football players will go much for
good team's chances ... we hope not these elongated bloomers—espe
ours.
cially if they have kneess like
mine. But is Juanita a Fifth Col
"War is the most heroic performance umnist for Esquire and trying to
of a nation . . , War is not only a great sabotage the males by wearing
equalizer, but a great educator." Dr. Paul those bloomers—a feminized ver
Joseph Goebbels, Nazi propaganda minis sion of knickers—during her
but so effective scenes in
ter, places armed conflict in the educator short,
WHAT A LIFE?
«Iass.
You know who Yehudi is, but

• Welcome Alumni

• Preparedness

• Over-Confidence

RUG
CUTTINGS

BREED'S CONTEMPS

By ALLEN BREED
With changes coming so fast in world
events today, one is liable to \ome an
opinion on an evening only to wake Up
and. find the entire situation changed the
next morning. But I would like to commit
myself by taking behind the scenes which
are of interest in the world and on 0Ur
By Sapiro
campus today.
CURIOSITY
Many of us would like to know what
There are lots of things hap was said between Herr Adolph and Sig,
pening to the top bands and mu nor Benito in their three and a half hour
sicians this week, so we'll try
to get the choicest bits of jive conference at Brener Pass. Turning the
pages of time back to March 18, we can't
down in short order.
- Tommy Dorsey and his great forget the aftermath of that meeting
outfit open the new Palladium in held by the two gentlemen. The subject
L. A. next week, which assures then was doubtless an invasion of Norus Pacific gates that there will way—which followed three weeks later.
be plenty of that solid stuff on The topic of conversatioon at the con
the airlanes every night. The ference last week might well have been
Dorsey crew has also been about little Greece who is sitting down
signed for a picture during their
stay in the South, so they'll be in their peninsula, their safety guaran
teed by Britain—a very precarious '
plenty busy.
B. G. is rapidly whipping his promise at the present time.
new combo into shape, and it
Or they might well have talked about
will be composed of both col the United States, and how they could
ored and white musicians. Per stop her from sending airplanes to Eng
haps the most fortunate break land.
Mussolini may well have asked
that Goodman has engineered is
Hitler
why
it was taking him so long to
Negro ivory man Teddy Wilson's
decision to junk his own outfit conquer Great Britain, and Hitler could
to play with the Good men. Wil retaliate by asking why Italy was not
son is in a class by himself as giving more military and naval aid to
can easily be ascertained by bend Germany.
But one thing we can be
ing an ear toward any of the sure of, and that is, that the Brenner
Goodman trio or quartet rec Pass meeting will go down in history as
ords.
one of the great turning points in the
Fletcher Henderson, the col destiny of the world, and we can only
ored arranger who set the style hope that the dictators do not have the
of Goodman's band, is still with same Fiendish luck that followed their
him. According to Fletcher, the
new outfit will consist of two last meeting.
trumpets, two trombones, two SPAIN
altos, two tenors, baritone, and
Another question mark in Europe to
four rhythm, with Benny beat day is the final action that Spain will
ing it out on the gob stick. This take in the present world crisis. She is
combo looks as though it will controlled by a government that receives
lay off the killer-dillers and de
pend more on full harmonic its orders from the Berlin-Rome axis. But
structure to bring out the most the people, as a whole, are against any
in a tune. It's a cinch that Hen participation in the European war. The
derson and fellow arranger Ed civil war left Spain completely impover
die Sauter will have a lot of fun ished, and the majority of the people
arranging for the band's six seem to have little affection for either
saxophones.
Germany or Italy.
Heard Artie Shaw on the Fitch
Add to this the fact that the prisons
Bandwagon last Sunday, and the
band sounded fine. Artie laid 'em are still crowded beyond capacity with
in the aisles with his new "Con men who opposed Franco in the civil war.
certo for Clarinet." The Shaw I don't think it is a question of whether
outfit is slowly shaping up into Spain will enter, but rather the logical
a solid groove, and, strange as it fact that under present conditions preva
may seem, the strings sound all lent within the country—she can't.
right. Especially when they have
HOME GOSSIP
32 measures rest each chorus.
Over in that section where the politi
The band to listen to out of
cal
pot is boiling, we find Mr. Roosevelt
San Francisco, is that of Claude
Thornhill, who is playing at the apparently believing the election is over,
Mark Hopkins. Thornhill is a and confident that he has won. The
marvelous arranger and has al A. F. of L. President William Green, ask
ways been associated with bands ed the President of U. S. to speak at the
in this capacity until a booking A. F. of L. convention just two weeks
company talked him into front after election, and without a second
ing his present crew. It was he
who skyrocketed swing-singer thought the democratic candidate ac
Maxine Sullivan to the heights cepted!!!!
On Feb. 10, 1928, the United States
with the arrangement of "Loch
Lomond," and he has done the Senate adopted by a vote of 56 to 25, a
bulk of the orchestration for resolution as follows:
Skinnay Ennis. This guy has a
"That it is the sense of the Senate
lot on the ball as far as pianis- that the precedent established by Wash
tics go, and the band is well-re ington and other presidents of the United
hearsed. Listen in and see what
States in retiring from the presidential
we mean.
office
after their second term has become,
Tip to the local Boy Scouts;
Skinnay Ennis got his start play by universal concurrence, a part of our
ing with his local bugle and drum republican system of government, and
corps at Salisbury, North Caro any departure from this time honored
lina. Other front men who got custom would be unwise, unpatriotic and
their start in this manner in fraught with peril to our free institu
clude Fred Waring and Horace tions."
Heidt.
The mover of this resolution was
Senator Robert M. La Follette of Wis
Headquarters of the Interna
tional Labor office have been tem consin, and Senator Norris of Nebraska
porarily transferred from Gen was strongly in favor of it. And yet to
eva, Switzerland, to McGill Uni day both of these gentlemen have in
dorsed Roosevelt's Third term. I hope the
versity, Montreal.
leaders of today keep their convictions
Cameron Bradley of Southboro, better than these men did theirs—
Mass., a recent Harvard graduate BITTER PILL
and vice president of the Veteran
It must give some of the democrats a
Motor Car Club of America, real loathing to realize* that their candi
spends his spare time collecting date and his campaign is being run by the
old automobiles. He has 16 pre- political bosses, Kelly-Hague — Pender1910 models.
gast — Crump and Flynn. If to obtain
success one must submit himself to such
leadership—then there isn't much future
do you know what a SPROOK is?
Well, a sprook is . . . Oh, here in democratic government.
By the way—after seeing the Sacra
comes the boys back from South
mento Junior Colege students' actions at
Bend, so I gotta lab.
EDITOR'S NOTE: What is a ast Friday's game, it gives me real pride
sprook? Does it walk? Is it to compare them with the well-behaved
alive? Watch next week's Week and co-operative rooting section that Paci
ly for the exciting definition of fic has. Keep it up—for it is something
a sprook.
to really be proud of.
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Secretaries
Appointed
By A. W. S.

$50^000 ADDITION
GIVEN AVIATORS

Frosh See
Navy Life
Next Meet

DEBATE
SEASON
OPENS

"How Shall the United States
Moving pictures will be fea
Cabinet members of the A. W. Meet the Challenge of the Totali tured at the Frosh Club s next
S. met last Monday night to dis tarian States?" was the topic of regular -meeting in Anderson
cuss rules and regulations of the the second annual Discussion Hall at 7:30 Monday night. Four
Associated Women Students. The Tournament last Monday night. 15-minute reels on the Navy wiU
committee appointed six fresh The tournament will continue be projected.
"About $50,000 worth of aeronautical equipment men secretaries, who are Lucile
through the next three weeks.
"Campus Etiquette" was the
been arriving at the college," Principal Dwayne Rowe, Mary Sharp, Frances Mc
discussion led by Dean of Wo
nrtnn announced.
The equipment was furnished by Neil, Patty Boynton, Merle Es- ELIGIBILITY
men Beulah Watson at the last
All those who have not com
J^YA funds, for use in lecturing in the aeronautical plen, and Pat Bell. Sophomore
meeting. She gave detailed in
secretaries appointed were Ellen peted in college forensics are formation about procedure in in
rlasses.
.
eligible
to
take
part
in
the
con
Janne Harrington and Betty
Two motors, worth from nine*
troducing people, walking with
test. The object of the discus
t. ten thousand dollars apeice,
Kingdom.
them, and eating.
Miss Joyce Wiggins, president sions is not that of formal de
L>re included. One was a Pratt"For on-campus dances, girls
bate,
but
of
rather
informal
in
«/hitney air-cooled radial type
of A. W. S., wished to remind
are allowed a half hour after the
Jnotor, of six to seven hundred
girls in both the junior and sen terchange of arguments and opin dance before they must be in;
ior colleges of the scholarships ions concerning the three phases thus, if the dance ends at 2, they
horsepower.
offered annually by the A. W. S. of the topic.
PURPOSE
must be into their campus living
The first session will be de
The other was a Curtiss Con
Girls interested should make
quarters at 2:30. For off campus
voted
to
the
question:
"How
se
queror water-cooled 600 h. p. en
written applications to either
affairs they are allowed an hour,
gine. Cutaways will be made to
rious is the challenge of the totali
Miss Watson told the group.
"No other college that I know Joyce Wiggins or Dean Watson.
chow students parts of the en
tarian
states
to
the
peace
and
se
The scholarships are limited, and
gines, and an elecric motor will of does this," commented Princi will be offered on merit and need. curity of the United States?' FROSH MAY WRITE
pal Dwayne Orton about the
"It is not the Pacific custom
furnish outside power to run
The committee has made a new This round will be a discussion
classes starting this week which
to escort girls to football games,
them. In addition, a 42 horse
of
the
nature
and
extent
of
such
ruling on the signing of specials.
power Continental engine, such offer students with cinch notices There is a representative in each a threat without arriving at a mixer-dances, or informal affairs.
3 chance to rearrange their
Incidentally, even if you Frosh
as is used on the student planes
shedule. "For example, if a stu living quarter who will issue spe solution.
actually used here will be used
men can't speak to women, you
dent is flunking a course, he may cials for girls living in that house.
can use the telephone; and if
for the lectures.
NEXT
drop
it
and
enter
one
of
these
No
representative
may
issue
spe
Many smaller items, para
Second round topic will be: you can't do that, either, you
late-starting classes and get ffl's cials for girls who are not living
chutes, compasses, and other in
"Should the United States enter can always write to make your
in the same quarters as she. If
struments are included. Cutaways regular credit for it."
into military aliances with non- date, she added.
the representative is not avail
will be made of each instrument ADJUSTMENT
American powers to meet the
Every third meeting of the club
"There is the Psychology 2a able, specials may be obtained threat of the dictatorships?" In is a social program; so the fol
to show the principle on which
from
Joyce
Wiggins,
Adrian
class
on
"Human
Behavior
and
they operate, and they will be
this round such subjects as iso lowing Monday's meeting will be
Adjustment" of Dr. Eckert. Squires, or Phyllis Grimshaw.
mounted on display boards.
lation, the Monroe Doctrine, and a party, beginning at 7:00. The
(This two-unit course meets on
The sale of swishers and pom
SOURCE
committee in charge of the so
The equipment is from the sur Monday, Wednesday, and Friday poms will be conducted before British aid may be used.
In
the
third
round,
"Should
cial program includes Bob Cor
plus army stock of rejected ma at 12:35.) If a student isn't get the games in the administration
terials. When the army orders ting along in college, he can take building. The freshmen secre the United States enter into a nelius, Pat Boynton, Phil Baer,
50 to 100 planes of a particular this course in place of one he is taries will be in charge of sales. defensive military alliance with Berniece Vignolio, and Bill Tibbs.
model, they add in the contract, failing in, and readjust himself." Price of the pom-poms is 25 the countries of North and South JACKSON PRESIDENT
The regular program commit
America?" will bring the discus
"Or," continued Mr. Orton,
a stock of spare wings and other
sion to a conclusion, taking into tee is composed of President Don
parts in case of accidents. At "Take that Fundamentals of cents.
The cabinet members are Joyce
consideration the results in Jackson, Vice-President Carole
the end of three or four years, Arithmetic course that Prof.
Wiggins, president; Adrian
Martin, Secretary Dick Giles, Ed
the demand for certain of these Thomas McCandless is giving at
rounds one and two.
parts may not be up to expecta 7:15 Wednesday nights. Many Squires, first vice-president;
Morrison, and Beth Mariiet.
tions and they become obsolete, science majors fail just because Phyllis Grimshaw, second vice- PROCEDURE
These committees meet after
Procedure in all the sessions every club meeting for a few min
when the manufacture of that their background of good, solid president; Sarah Cameron, sec
arithmetic is lackinp. They can retary; Frances Hull, correspond will be a five minute prepared utes. Warren Nielsen is publicity
model is discontinued.
This is the second year that save themselves by taking this ing secretary; Mary Barbara speech by each contestant stating director of the club.
the course has been offered and course, in which they will re Baer, treasurer; and Mae Wei- his point of view, a period of
it has been enormously expand ceive individual attention."
questions and discussion, and a
gert, club-house.
Daytime radio jam sessions in
ed. A new instructor has been ADULTS, TOO
final two minute talk by each the University of Texas chemis
hired, Prof. Roscoe Bancroft. The
contestant to restate and modify try building have been banned by
Many adults, among others,
federal government is generous win attend Dr. G. A. Werner's
his position after other view
the faculty.
in its subsidy, of this highly ex class in Current Affairs from
points have been brought out.
pensive course, giving $20 for 7:15 to 9 on Wednesday night in
Speeches will be granted as
Of 2,800 students at the Uni
each primary and $50 for each room 211, a one-unit course. Prof.
Superior, Excellent, Good, or
Men outnumber women at Fair. The speaker with the high versity of Idaho last semester, 20
secondary student taking the Fred J. Clark will begin a speech
Stockton J. C., according to the est average will receive the Di made perfect grades.
course.
la class.
STATISTICS
The deadline date for new cour figures of Registrar Louis E. rectors Trophy for Discussion.
Only 20 took the primary ses starting at the regular time Windmiller. Total registration is
Anyone interested should con
course last year, but 62 are en was Sept. 30.
856 men and 690 women, or 1446 tact Mr. Betz or Mr. Clark im Ilf you want a job—
rolled this semester, plus 29 in
Secretarial
students.
mediately.
the secondary course, and 15 in ough physical examination and
Civil Service
Of the 683 freshmen, 364 are
Next debate meeting will be a I Higher Accountancy
the "refresher" courses. Of the $70 for insurance. This course is men and 319 are women. Sopho
week from Monday at 7:30 in
primary course students, 40 are
iFree employment service.
the equivalent of a $400 flying mores number 521, of which 287
taking flight training, and 10 of
Anderson Hall.
are men and 234 are women. In
course in a private school.
the secondary are taking it.
The primary students were er- addition, there are 342 special
The only cost to the student for
amined
Thursday and the secon students, including post - grad
flight courses is $6 for a thorFORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
dary students will be examined uates and adults taking 12 units
(Sinice 1896)
Monday in San Francisco. The or less, 205 of which are men and
Main & El Dorado. Ph. 2-4803
I
School
of Business
secondary student's physical ex 137 are women. Omitting these
Poplar & Yosemite. Ph. 2-5143
|
California
at Weber
SMIUNfr ASSOCIATED DEALER
amination is almost as strict. students, there are 1204 regular
Everything to be found in a
|
Stockton
First-Class Pharmacy
Only about five have failed, students taking 12 units or more,
showing the splendid condition
Do You KNOW?
651 of them men and 553 women.
of those enrolled.
I.WHO MADE THE

Two Motors, Parachutes, Etc.,
Among Equipment tor Class

J. C. Offers
Unique
System

MORE MEN.
COBINA!

I Humphrey's

OfF THE. GRIDIRON
LONGEST RUN
FROM SCRIMMASE?

2DO OFFICIALS
USE HORNS OR
WHISTLES?

• GOING TO THE GAME?
• GOING TO THE DANCE?
• GOING TO A SHOW?
A New
Go with a clear conscience when you know your
school work is done—and done well with a
typewriter.
Gain

A

MUSICAL NOTES HEARD

•0 ,(1 DURING A GAME CONTROL
1^,-F THE ACTION. A WHISTLE IS
1 A. USED BV THE AEPEREE.
~)JL HORNS ARE BLOWN BV
• UMPIRE OR HEAD LINESAAAN
TO CALL ATTENTION TO
INFRACTIONS.

A

Pay $1.00 Down and
Keep On Going At

STOCKTON TYPEWRITER CO.
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE

Paul's Associated
Service
PACIFIC AND WALNUT

COLOR FOR FALL

Accuracy — Speed ~ Efficiency

HAROLD MONAGHAN
PSA MEMBER
436 E. MARKET
127 N. CALIFORNIA

DIAL 2 8514
DIAL 8-8830

One of Penney's excit
ing new shades that are
perfect with fall clothes.
Ringless crepe twisted!
Chiffon and service
weights.
•Reg. U. S.

Fat.

Off.
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Flashes . . .
From One
Who Knows

Tau Kappa
Receives
Rushes

I must say the Pacificites tried
their best to let their team hear
Tau Kappa Kappa concluded
their enthusiasm, despite the dis
tance between Stockton and the rush season with a formal
South Bend.
black and white dinner held last
One of the cuter combinations evening.
A combination of black i
is that of the Lievie and McCloud
twins.
cubes and white gardenias float
Wonder how many girls on ing in water made effective dec
campus got telegrams from the orations in keeping with the
"notorious 28 travelers"?
theme, and white flowers ar
ranged in black frames together
Have you not noticed the ob
viously new and spectacular ral with black and white candelabra
ly jackets? At least they're dif added to the effect.
A musical program was pre
ferent.
sented by a vocal trio composed
Seen at the game:
of Barbara Lennox, Myra Linn,
Red hunting hats—on girls,
and Melba Jean Loyd with piano
Should we mention those Sac accompaniment by Melba Jean
ramento males?
Loyd. "Yours for a Song" and
That very handsome new as other favorite numbers were fea
sistant yell leader.
tured.
Billy Doyle displaying his
Co-chairmen for the dinner
strength and psychology lesson.
were
Lois Lassell and Melba Jean
Sue White and her Jack looked
so cute in duplicate pork-pie rain Loyd. Other committees were
decorations, Myra Linn, Ethel
hats.
Stark, and Alfaretta Bryson; and
Wouldn't you like to have a entertainment and food, Lucille
twinkle like Bobby Ann Jame Wilson, Barbara Lennox, and
Janet Rapaport
son?
"I Am An American" tea with
I'd offer a prize to anyone who appropriate patriotic colors was
could outsmart Miss Shrodes' vo given by Tau Kappa Kappa
cabulary and wardrobe!
Wednesday afternoon from 3:00
to 5:00 p. m.
Mark Brown can always stage
Decorations was comprised of
and produce a scene, including flags, and trays decorated in red,
the announcement
of
Lois white and blue and patriotic
Wheeler and Tony Reed and
Romeo and Juliet. Just ask, the piano music was played through
out the afternoon.
little theater group?
Marjorie Sage was general
We think Mary Elizabeth chairman of the tea. Her com
decorations,
<Jwyn is glamorousiy willowy— mittees included
Margo Mclntyre, Margaret Gari
but luscious.
baldi, and Louana Slier; food,
We ote for more afternoon teas Gloria Hopps and Betty Anne
like last Sunday's. Candlelight Smith; clean up, Myra Linn and
and music is sooooo romantical. Rosemary Strader.
Joyce Wiggims looked so sweet, A carnival theme was featured
but oh so beguiling in her for Tuesday evening for Tau Kappa
mal.
Kappa's informal rush dinner.
Following a dinner of ham
A dream walking was Marie burgers, pop, and ice cream,
Sala in a formal of drifted snow, guests enjoyed an evening of
well, it did look like it.
sideshows, carnival booths, for
Tau Kappa takes the cake for tune telling and games.
Chairman of the dinner was
their clever trays at Sunday Tea.
Rosemary Strader. In charge of
Epsilon had the most clever decorations were Doris Bowring,
llower arrangement, thanks to Lucille Wilson, and Dixie Butler.
The refreshment committee was
Ruth Udden
composed of Jean Strong, Betty
A touchdown — and Dwayne Anne Smith, and Alfaretta Bry
Mears has joined the rank held son.
by Dub Smallwood last year, and
An orange and black tea was
we do mean rank!
featured as the first informal
tea for Tau Kappa Kappa for
Well, children, I'm signing off this rush season.
now with Malice Toward None.
A football atmosphere was lent
See you tonight at the dance.
by football helmets, Pacific
Goodnight now.
blankets, footballs, and orange
and black pennants arranged
about the room. Chairman of
Exuberating Pep
the afternoon was Louana Siler.

Rally at Manor
During Game
Right this way, get your hot
dogs, pop corn, programs—Come
on girls, let's give that Grr-Rah
yell and LET ME HEAR IT—
Mmm that sure sounds good, Pa
cific 7, Notre Dame 0.
That's just a sample of what
went on at half time rally held
at Manor Hall during the Pacific-9otre Dame game last Satur
day.
Polly Parsons imitating a pro
gram salesman and peanut ven
dor, pretended to make profits
for the SCA, while Bernis Tuttle,
looking, oh so cute in red and
white checkered shorts, became
all of "Pop" Gordon and his band
with her "Hum a tune," while
her imitation of Ham Briggs,
with Pat Rice assisting, was just
too, too much.
Girls, and-last year's pom-poms
hanging over the banister, and
Saturday's washing swinging in
the breeze, added color to the gala
affair.
This is an idea of the spirit that
•prevailed, not only at Manor Hall,
hut throughout the campus last
Saturday when 28 fighting Tig
ers did their best to make Pacific
Jiroud.

Bells Toll
Archania
Initiation
When you hear the tinkle-tinkle
of bells, don't start running to
the source of this sound thinking
that it is the ice-cream man ad
vertising his wares. Instead, the
ringing of the bells signify that
the pledges of Alpha Kappa Phi
are starting their "Informal" Ini
tiation—Hell Week. As Archania
is noted for its bells—and belles
—the pledges are no getting ac
quainted with an old Archanian
custom—the tolling of the bells.
This bell-ringing is a prelim
inary event to the bona-fide Hell
Week which starts immediately
after the dedication of the new
gymnasium. The formal initia
tion will be held on Sunday eve
ning.
Pledges to be initiated are Jim
Black, Gordon Browne, George
Clive, Bob Dewey, A1 Gossett,
Ernie Haas, Joe Loftus, Bob
Meyer, Marion Timm, Aaron
Rempel, Glen West, and Eugene
Wilson.

SOCIETY
LESLIE KNOLES, Editor

'Doll Exhibit
Planned by
Did Senior Women

Gamblers
Take Over
The S. S. Omega

Hale away, my hearties!
you notice that atmosphere of
salt air and mystery that's gath
ering 'round these here parts?
At 7:30 o'clock on October 16
you'll know the reason why; the
good ship S. S. Omega will set
sail on its annual gambling
cruise. This event will mark the
close of fraternity rushing dates
for the semester.
The course of the evening,
piloted by Captain Jo-Babe McWilliams, will be one of festive
gambling and entertainment.
The able captain will be assist
ed by Bob Monagan, Clint Ward,
Les Knoles, Ben Hamm, Les
Dow, and Jack Yates.

Tentative plans for a Novem
ber benefit for the Red Cross
were made at last Friday's meet
ing of the Senior Women's Honary Society.
Through the influence of Miss
Ruth Smith, French professor on
this campus, a gift of all the
dolls exhibited at the French Pa
vilion of the G.G.I.E. was made
to College of Pacific.
The sorority plans to utilize
this gift and present a show of
foreign dolls to the public at
large. They will show several
hundred dolls besides those do
nated by the Pavilion.
It was also decided that the
group would meet on the first
Friday of every month at 12:35
at Alpha Theta Tau.

For

BULBS, PLANTS,
Expert Repairing
of
FLOWER SEEDS
Watches
"Vigoro" Plant Seed

Jewelry

Campus coeds not only attend
ed sorority rush teas last Sunday
but also made their appearance
at the Zetagathean tea held in the
home of Miss Lorraine Knoles.
Guests were greeted at the
door by Dorothea Hamblett, general chairman of rushing, and
received by Janet Lehman, club
president, and Mesdames Ralph
Brady, Charles Gulick and Miss
Knoles, patronesses.
Pouring at the tea table, which
was decorated in the club colors,
gold and white, were Mesdames
Gordon Spaulding and Marc Jant.
zen. Incidental music was played
by Beverly Meyer.
Dr. B. O. Williams, new head
of the department of sociology
at the University of Georgia, has
a collection of 60-odd pipes.
Work has been started on a
new physical education building
at Fairmont, W. Va., State Teachers College.

Specializing in
Corsages

TOM
FERRARI
Campus Representative

KNOX SEED CO. 0. K. Flower Shop

J. Glick & Son

Dial 2-0144

Jewelers Since 1876
326 E. Main St.

509 E. Weber

SERVING PACIFIC

TED'S

MEAT

Knoles Home
Scene of Tea

565 E. Harding

Dial 9-9029

Elemenf-ary
id eas

MARKET

434 E. WEBER

DIAL 2-2734

HEADQUARTERS
FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON-THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE
Operated by

—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help
'•WHERE YOU

MEET EVERYBODY'

OH YOU TIGERS!

BEAT THE RAMBLERS
You can if you try hard enough—but you can't
beat the service and quality at the college book
store.
FREE — NEXT WEEK
get your
BEAT FRESNO
STICKER

THE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
"On the Campus for you"

THE

Fingertip
C O A T
The elements have little ef
fect on these Coats. They
can take the pounding of
wind and rain, because they
have been processed to do
just that. The Finger Tip
Coat, prevalent fashion in
rainwear, is plaid lined with
zipper fly
££
front

BRAVO & McKEEGAN
313 E. MAIN

Fall Dinner
Given By
Mu Zete

University of Detroit
ment is up 5 per cent.

enroll

Pacific Ave Shops
FOLLOW THE
CROWD

Union Oil Products

DRIVE IN TO

|

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS

Pacific and Castle

BREAKFAST — LUNCH
Barbecued Sandwiches
Fountain Drinks
2 PACIFIC
DIAL 3-2472

Phone 2-9010

•The Taste Will Tell"
Ph. 3-0451

2014 Pacific- Ave.

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S

NARANJADO
BUDGET
VETOED

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
2008 PACIFIC AVE.

SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

1928 Pacific Ave

ON PACIFIC AVE. AT
DOWNTOWN PRICES
Cosmetics
Paper
Notions
Candy
Cards
Stationery

Milk Shakes

10c

Golden Waffles ....15c

Plate Lunch

2(

Fried Apple Pie - -11

BEN FRANKLIN STORES
L. C. ETEIl, Owner
1002 Pacific Ave.

Donuts 30c per Dozen

Mrs. Holmans Donut Cake Shop
1603 PACIFIC AVE.

For Corsages That
Have That Certain
College Swank
SEE

SHCRWOOD NORTON
OR CALL 2-6550

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
"Where the Food Is Always Good"

2115 Pacific Ave.
Dial 2-6550

SEKVLNfl BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

2041 PACIFIC AVBNUH

TRY OUR WAFFLES
- A REAL TREAT

Gift Boxes Packed

FOR THOSE DELICIOUS

F R O ST ED

2049 Pacific Ave.

MALTS

To Order—Any Assortment

Dial 2-8820

Free Deliveries

Where old and new friends meet
All Flavors

Snappy Fountain

Ice Cream

Service

Made Fresh
DAILY!

Phone 2-2830

Lubrication by
ROY COOPER

Fashion Nofes
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J. E. ECKER
PAINTING

Fraser Furnace Co.
FURNACE

A. SANDBERG
CONCRETE

MILLER-HAYS CO.
PLUMBING

San Joaquin Brick Co,
BUILDING MATERIALS

Pacific's beau

was complete*
of the followin*
McLean Hardwood
Floor Co.
FLOORS

CON. J. FRANKE
ELECTRIC WORK

Summerbell Roof Structures
TRUSSLESS ROOFS

Shepher

Page 7
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Gymnasium

r

Stockton Lumber
Company
LUMBER

SPf -si': -<
K-

KYLE AND CO
REINFORCING STEEL

SAN JOAQUIN
LUMBER CO.
ROOFING MATERIALS

DICK WILLIAMS
BRICK WORK

L. CRISPIN

• new gymnasium
ugh the efforts

PLASTERING

Photos by LOGAN

RUSSELL ERWIN
HARDWARE

ind Green

Union Planing Mill

Wractors

MILLWORK

111 1

, ...A

ir>

• • r.-n.«-ar-

••5F
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Eby, Welch
Co-Author
Text
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Guards, Get Busy

Hitch- Hiker's DiaryNotre Dame Or Bust!
Thrills and Chills with Bob
Monogan and Jo-Babe

"Understanding Radio," a new
text-book, is co-authored by Prof.
George S. Eby and Herbert E.
Welch of the Department of
Technology in Stockton Junior
College and Herbert M. Watson
a radio service man in Richmond.
Mr. Watson is a "WGEW," which
means an old-time amateur oper
ator.
This guide to practical opera
tion and theory is extensively il
lustrated throughout its 603
pages with photographs and cir
cuit diagrams. The publisher of
the book, the McGraw-Hill Book
Company, reports such wide
spread acceptance that it has or
dered a second printing for next
month.
Institutions using the pook are
the Georgia School of Technol
ogy, Austin Evening College of
Chicago, the Culver-Stockton Col
lege, Franklin Union, Furman
University, Keystone Schools in
Pittsburgh, Kilgore College, Lou
isville Radio Technology School,
the University of Wyoming, and
Stodkton Junior College.

By BOB MONOGAN
Friday, Sept. 27

Tlonfllst it is time to leave. ILl'iS^p
and we
ce
iho first leer of our trip, uei s see.
vv«
should be in Elko, Nevada, by tomorrow night easily.
Have we forgotten everything.^
Did I kiss my MOTHER go>odbye? I hope that Joe Babe and
I have a good trip. We'll need
lots of luck.
Saturday, Sept. 28
Dear Diary:
5:30 a.m., sleeping in the car,
in Reno, I wonder if Joe Babe
is awake. My,, he sleeps nice
6:30 p. m., this car is stop
ping for the night here in Elko,
First Prize of One Year on
Nevada; le's go on and hitch
Vogue Staff—With Pay!
hike, Babe. Hey! Babe, here
comes a ride. Going to Salt
GUARDS OF THis CAMPUS, who last year staved off Lake? Swell. What luck. We'll
How would you like to reecive
a threatened invasion of Spartans. This year, too, we be there early in the morning.
have a bonfire to guard and a campus to keep—will the Sunday, Sept. 30
a telegram on the eve of graduaStudents Clieer
loyal supporters of Pacific be out on their all night vigil Dear Diary:
tion telling you that you had won
That certainly was a break get
against possible Fresno raiders?
a career in Vogue's 6th Prix de
Returning
ting a ride from Salt L.ake to Ogden, Utah, at 2:30 in the morning. Paris? It can happen to you, or
SLEEPLESS
BEAUTIES
Players
We've been here in Evanston, your room-mate, for any senior
Sh! We hear those stalwart
College of Pacific and Stockton
Wyoming, now for five hours can win.
Junior College students gathered members of the class of "43" are
If you are interested in fea
without the semblance of a ride.
in the outdoor theater Wednes in for some heavy guard duty
About one more hour and we'll ture writing or fashion report
day morning to greet the team this week, when prevention
turn around and go back. On ing, if you are willing to devote
arriving from Notre Dame.
against marauders invasion of the
second thought we probably some of your spare time to an
Loud cheers arose as Coach Big "C" becomes Cal's major
couldn't get a ride that way swering Vogue's quizzes on fash
Alonzo Stagg arrived and gave a consideration . . . We wonder if
either. Say isn't that Bob Downs ion or Vanity Fair (non-fashion)
Bachelor
of
Arts
degrees
were
short account of the trip. The their ability to guard this year
driving that car? They're stop subjects, here is a chaiice to step
received
by
seven
Pacific
stu
arrival of a "Greyhound" carry is better than it was at the Paciping!! Hey! It is him. Yippie! straight from college next June
ing the twenty-eight players led fic-Cal game? Don't the Bears dents at the end of post sessions We have a ride all the way to into a ready-made job.
this
summer.
They
were
Robert
forth more yelling and cheering. ever tire of being on the carpet?
Chicago with him and his folks FIRST PRIZE
"I wish I was a molecule, so E. Shelley, Edward Essex, Leslie who are going back for the game.
SPEAKERS
Vogue's Sixth Prix de Paris
Gay
Knoles,
Robert
Riddell,
Captain Stan Vaughn, Coach that I could be up and atom."
offers seven major prizes and a
More
Good
Luck.
Gladys
Jameson
Scott,
Fred
WolRalph Francis, "Doc" Robert
number of honorable mention
Monday and Tuesday,
cott, and Lois Wells.
Breeden, and Pres. Tully C.
awards. The first prize is a
September
30
and
October
1
St.
Thomas
college,
St.
Paul,
Knoles gave short speeches. All
An even larger group will at
year's position on Vogue's fash
agreed that "Pacific" played a has a "math help" room in which tend those coveted degrees in Dear Diary:
These two states are the long ion staff.
well fought game. The rally counselors offer special assis February. Those who will re
Second prize is a special Van
closed with the singing of "Pa tance to freshmen in chemistry ceive their B. A.'s are Bette Barth, est that I have ever seen. Ne
and mathematics.
Joyce Blackman, Earle Dahl, Rob braska is almost as bad as Wyom ity writing award—six months as
cific Hail."
ert Ferguson, John McGowan, ing. Where will we stop for the a feature writer on Vogue's staff.
Eleanor Greery, Eugene Short, .night? York, Illinois? O. K. This prize will go to the entrant
Ella Barbara Stewart, Glenn What colleges have seen so so who submits the most outstand
Tanner, Robert Todd, William E. far, Wyoming, Drake, Kearney- ing paper on non-fashion subjects,
State, Creighton, Nebraska, not such as art, theater, music, lit
Toland, and Betty Anne Smith.
bad for a start. We'll be in Chi erature.
Winners who, during the award
cago tomorrow morning early.
period, develop an adaptability to
Wednesday,
October
2
Education Dean
Vogue's editorial needs, will be
Dear Diary:
given permanent positions on the
Chicago
here
we
are!
Gosh,
San
Recommends
Francisco is much cleaner. Look, staff. In addition, fine cash prizes
there is the loop car. Thanks for will be awarded for the best con
Reading
the ride Mr. and Mrs. Dewey. test theses, which will be pur
Four outstanding current ar We'll see you at the train station chased for publication in Vogue.
ticles are recommended by Dr. when the team rolls in Friday OTHERS WIN
Besides the seven major prizes,
Harris, dean of the School of morning. What time does our bus
Education, for students to read leave for Flint, Michigan, so that Honorable Mentions will be
who want to discuss the current we can pick up our new 1941 awarded to contestants whose
war situations clearly.
Super Buick (non-commercial papers show unusual merit. Hon
The first of these articles is in use). Gee whiz, we'll have to orable mention winners will be
interviewed for jobs by leading
the August edition of the Atlantic ride all night on it.
stores, advertising agencies and
Monthly.
Written by Arnold Thursday, October 3
publishing houses.
Whiteridge of Yale, it is entitled Dear Diary:
This Buick factory is simply
"Where Do You Stand?" The
author writes an open letter to great. The noise is so deafening Rockne, All American," at
undergraduates, asking their that I can hardly think (what a South Bend tonight. Gosh!
stand on the international situa gross imagination). We drive off What a smooth campus here
in our new Buick headed for Chi at Notre Dame. They have
tion.
The second article, appearing cago to greet the team when they everything you could ask for.
in the September issue of the arrive tomorrow morning. En Is that the varsity over there?
Atlantic Monthly, is the student's route we go through Detroit and Gee there must be eighty gridanswer by Kingman Brewster Jr. Indiana which makes our tenth sters out there. Oh! Only the
and Spencer Davis, entitled "We state through which we have freshman squads.
traveled.
We'll have to hurry if we want
Stand Here."
to see the picture. What a queen!
The other two articles also deal Friday, October 4
Dear Diary:
Who is it? Anita Louise. And
with college age students and the
It's awfully early to get up but there's Bob Hope, too, and Rose
war. Professor Paul Cram of
es
Harvard writes on "Undergrad that train gets in at 8:50 a. m. mary Lane, Charles Ruggl and we want to be there when Bruce Cabot and Gail Page, and
uates and War" in the October is
the boys get in. Hello gang! Hello, Kate Smith, and Gail Patrick,
sue of the Atlantic. Mortimer
Stan,
and Les, and Dale. Hello, and Pat O'Brien, and dozens of
Good things to eat...
Adler of the University of Chi
Mr. Stagg. Hi, Doc and Ralph. others. That certainly was a
and ice-cold Coca-Cola. cago, author of "How to Read a Have a good trip? Let's get your
good picture, Babe, and all the
You see it everywhere, be Book," writes on the "Pre-War picture. Didn't you think we movie stars, too. Let's hurry
Generation" in Harpers Maga
would make it? Yep, beat you we are going to get to the press
cause the life and sparkle zine for Otocber.
and taste of ice-cold
All of these articles are recom here by two full days. Sure we'll conference up in the hotel. Gee,
watch you practice at Stagg field
Coca-Cola add something mended as exceptionally fine ma this afternoon. Chicago certain all of the big shot newspapera
men are here, Mac. What
terial on the war and its rela
to food that everybody tionship to college people.
ly has a fine campus. What a break for us. I'm tired, let's S°
huge field house!
likes. Try it yourself..
to bed. Good night, Joe Babe.
They certainly like Mr. Saturdav. Oct 5
THO
TORIYL
"AM
CM
T H A T R F F R F S H F S

" Vogue Jot
Contest
Prizes

Seven Become
Bachelors,
Set Degrees
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ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
LISTS MANY CHANGES
juniors Face New Courses In
Curriculum For English Major
Dr. Olson of the English department has recently
many changes and improvements in English
courses for the coming year.
nounced

For juniors entering this semester, there is now
only one type of EnSlish major, and the requirements

°ve been somewhat altered from*

'ia

moo
previous plans in order to give

,he students a broader grasp of
the field of English and Ameri
can Literature.

OLSON

EXAMPLE

For example, the Survey of
English Literature and the Sur
vey of American Literature must
both be taken. Normally, the stu
dent will have one in the Junior
allege and the other in the Col
lege of Pacific.
An entire year of Shakespeare
js also required, a course in poe
try, one in advanced composition,
a year's work in either the his
tory of the novel or the history
of the drama, and two one semes
ter courses, chosen from a list
of six, which specialize in various
authors or fields, such as Chau
cer, Milton, the Romantic Period
or the Victorian Period.
REQUIREMENTS
All English majors are asked
to take a year course in English
history, and to fulfill the college
language requirement so as to
include one college year of Latin,
French or German.
Students majoring in English
are urged to take the Compre
hensive Examination at the end
of their senior year, as this is
becoming increasingly common
in the better colleges and affords
the department a stronger basis
of recommendation for teaching
positions. It is a pre-requisite for
graduate work in English at the
College of the Pacific.
SECONDARY
The requirements for the Sec
ondary Credential have also been
revised, with the purpose of giv
ing students a selection of courses
especially useful in high school
teaching. To this end, all creden
tial candidates must take the
Survey of English Literature of
the Survey of American Litera
ture. A course in Modern Amer
ican Literature is also required
of most credential candidates.
The English Grammar Review
course, taught by Miss Pierce, has
been put on a non-credit basis and
serves merely as preparation for
the Language Examination re
quired of all Secondary Credential
candidates. It will hereafter be
offered in the first semester of
every year. In alternate summer
sessions, beginning with that of
1941, English 116, the Advanced
Grammar course, will be offered
for two hours credit.
Social Thought in Nineteenth
Century Literature (No. 202) is

Republicans,
Democrats
Discuss Issues
Speakers from both the Repubhcan and Democratic Party head
quarters will be presented by the
ublic Affairs Forum to discuss
'ss.ues °f the Presidential cam
paign on Tuesday evening, Octor 15 at eight o'clock in New
Anderson Hall.
T I'16 c'e'3aters wiH discuss renational
defense, foreign
r
Policy, taxation, and the national
ebt. The audience will be given
e chance to ask questions conerning all these political issues,
in
^ose interested in obtaindefinite answers on issues of
e presidential campaign are inf° attend the meeting.
t»f p0"'33 Hyde, first president
teri 're Ireland), was once in, m Professor of modern lanMew af Rutgers University in
Jersey.

DR. CLAIR C. OLSON,
chairman of the College of
Pacific English department,
announces definite changes
in the .curriculum of his de
partment.

COLLEGIANA

'Club Epsilon" Cosmopolitan Reporter Lists
Attributes
Club to Sing
Setting For
Woe to the high school reporter
Folk Songs
Dinner
who confidentally tells his chums
Ending the short rush season
with a formal dinner last night
Epsilon Lambda Sigma enter
tained the rushees at "Club Epsi
lon." Their sorority house was
turned into a night club, and the
formal dinner was followed by
floor show. Betty Fink was
general chairman of the evening,
and she was assisted by Barbara
Harrison, entertainment; Ruth
Udden, decoration; Adrian
Squires, table setting; and La
Verne Lagorio, clean-up.
Claribel Coffman was general
chairman of the last tea Wednes
day afternoon.
Assisting her
were Betty Fink, Lois Bugbee,
Dorothy Sack, and Celia Cross as
chairmen of the various commit
tees. "El Rancho Epsilon" was
the setting for the informal dude
ranch dinner last Tuesday eve
ning. Saddles, bridles, chaps,
spurs, branding iroris, and gaycolored blankets covered the fur
niture that was placed around the
big ranch living room in front
of the open fire. Diamond Lil
entertained with the popular
song "Frankie and Johnnie," and
the Rancho players gave their
version of the melodrama "Little
Nell." Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
was a special guest of the dude
ranch for the evening, and she
presented to the group a sum
mary of her "Day."
Adrian
Squires was general chairman of
the evening. Phylis Dodge was
in charge of decorations, and Lois
Bugbee, clean-up.

By Adele Scoble

DISAPPOINTED?

All you little chillun can just
unpack your bags, and stay in
the classroom for another year of
hibernation, if it be your inclina
tion. Section 5F of the Selective
Service Act states that those of
you who are conscripted prior to
the end of the academic year,
1940-41, shall upon request be de
ferred from induction into the
land or naval forces until the
end of such academic year, but
no later than July 1, 1941 . .
So, rest easy Tigers, another
year to loaf.
TO THE FARMERS—

Congratulations! We hear the
"Barn Boys" at Davis are cele
brating the arrived of a double
blessed-event in the form of twin
bulls . . . We wonder if there is
anything to the rumor that "Cali
fornia Betty," the bovine parent
of the double trouble, is planning
to get them on the team next
season—How about it, Aggies?
STUDENT OPINION!

Students of Fresno State Col
lege are holding a straw vote bal
lot for the presidency of the
United States. The first vote is
taken six weeks before the elec
tion and the second vote is taken
the week preceding election day.
By this method they hope to as
certain how much each candidate
has gained or lost in favor on the
campus, during campaigning and
wether or not students are in
fluenced by such . . . Methinks
this is a good idea, Knaves!
KITTY, KITTY!

Outraged meaOws were voiced
by the Stanford coeds, when the
sharp claws of the Milis College
gels reached out recently with a
vicious five-line slap. Re-a-lee,
muh deahs, don't you know that

Rules for J. C.
Withdrawals
Listed
October 21 will be the last day
that Junior College students can
drop courses for reasons other
than excessive unexcused absen
ces and receive a "W" on their
scholasti record. The "W" signi
fies a withdrawal, and is neither
a redit nor a discredit on the stu
dent.
After this day the student may
petition to withdraw; if he is
passing at that time he will be
given a "W'\ but if he is failing
he will receive an "F."
If the student drops the course
by having too many unexcused
absences, he is automatically
flunked.

Collegians
Favor Draff

'The Campus Barbershop'

Silver Hearts

This Shop is Owned by
the PSA.
IT IS YOUR SHOP

for friendship
BOB

bracelets

ROBINSON'S

Wedding News
Is Ouf
Kept secret until recently was
the wedding of Miss Barbara Joy
to Mr. Robert Jules Guerin Aug
ust 4 in Reno. The couple will be
at their home after October 5 at
2114 East Church street in Stock
ton, where Mr. Guerin is with
the Riggs Optical Co. The bride
is a former Stockton Junior Col
lege student.
just isn't cricket—or is it? How
ever, the reason for their protes
tations was the following:
"Stanford women all are hags,
The run, around in Packards and
rags:
They can't get a tumble
Unless they can mumble
My papa has money in bags."
Tsk, Tsk!

RADIO "SKED"
GIVEN BY
CRABBE
Monday—10:15-10:30

he's going to work on the college
publicatioin or bust when and if
he reaches that noble institution!
Take it from one who is experi
encing the thrill of a "beat" on
the Weekly as an insignificant
freshman.
Pity the frosh, ignorant on com
mon campus knowledge, attempt
ing to cover a story in the style
of an experienced Weekly repor- .
ter. "Padding" is not allowed; typ
ed stories are the thing; briefness
MOVIES TO BE SHOWN
is desired, and—most sorry plight
Fellerson will present an out —headlines are beyond one's
line of club activities to be car grasp.
ried on this semester. Everyone
'Oh, you're bound tc be con
is invited to attend and, after re fused," editors smile and say. "I
freshments, enjoy movies taken was too when I first started."
by Miss Helen Danner during a But who can vision them with
summer trip through old Mexico. bruised knees obtained while in
terviewing some faculty member,
or running around with a glazed
look and a parched mouth—the
result of keeping their tongue on
the side of their mouth waiting
(Continued from page 1)
for an inspiration.
ous and distasteful medicine
Upon the third floor of the Ad
when the body must be protected ministration Building is the usual
from the onslaught of a deadly cubby hole of a college newspa
disease."
per office. Typewriters are pound
Analysis of nation-wide colleg ing out Friday's paper under the
iate opinion reveals considerable inspiring touch of The Staff. Into
support for the view expressed this sanctuary steps the "cub" re
by the Alligator at the University porter to type out his copy. Daz
of Florida: "Consription is a sac ed by the cool efficiency around
rifice worth making so long as him he "begins to commence" his
the conscripted defend—not of gigantic task. Finally it's done.
fend, invade or seek to conquer." Three sentences, but a master
Echoing this warning is the Dart piece to the cub. Now into the
mouth, which fears "there may be basket on the editor's desk—that
a danger in the spirit that runs is it. A close perusal shows it to
through it all. If we do not in be brief and definitely not pad
tend to find our own war, we had ded. Now to wait until Friday
best keep the fact in mind. If when the paper comes out and
our talk of war against the prin send it home to the chums as
ciples of fascism is sincere, it proof of the pudding!
would, do no harm to fight it at
home with action and not words.
H. Stuart Hughes, a grandson
A beaten-up Jehovah's Witness
makes unconvincing copy for an of Chief Justice Charles Evans
Hughes, who finished at Brown
anti-fascism crusade."
Thus the nation's student youth university in 1881, has been ap
accepts the principle of conscrip pointed administrative assistant
tion, willing to sacrifice when and instructor in history at
necessary but on the alert to safe Brown.
guard historic liberties.
-•
Get Your Haircut at

Singing folk songs and enjoy
ing folk games of their many
native lands, members of the Cos
mopolitan Club will hold their
first semester meeting tonight at
Dr. Goodman's home, 2255 Crafton Way.
"The Cosmopolitan Glub is," as
Club President Ralph Fellerson
expresses it, "a big fellowship of
students of all nationalities in
terested in a clear understanding
of each other's problems and
racial heritage."

The World Today
Monday—2:30-2:45
Beside the Bookshelf
Wednesday—0.30-10:00 p. m
Radio Stage's Adaptation of
Robt. Louis Stevenson's "Sire de Maletroit s Door
Thursday—1:15-1:30
Pacific Musicale
Thursday—4:15-5:15
Pacific Symposium
Friday—2:30-2:45
The Campus Speaks

Union Station
Service by

Chas. Haas & Sons
JEWELERS

Willson
Traphagen
Steel
Norton

425 E. Main St.

CALIFORNIA AT MINER

MEET THE GANG
—AT-

BOBB

INN

FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE
ON EL DORADO

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California
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Weakened Ramblers
Play H ere Tonite

BULLDOGS
HOT FOR
TIGERS

UPSET WIN SCENES

Proving: themselves in fine
fettle for the Pacific game a
reek from today, the hasdcharging Fresno Bulldogs last
week from today, the hardBarbara State eleven 20-0. They
completely outclassed their con
ference opponents for their sec
ond consecutive win of the
season.
TERRY BRILLIANT

Soring two touchdowns and
flipping a pass which started a
third pay-dirt play, Les Terry,
playing his second year for the
Bulldogs, paced the F. S. C. backs
who outrushed the Gaucho ball
carriers 166 to 31 yards. Also
outstanding was Captain Ernie
Poore, who dazzled the spectators with some tricky broken
field running, heralding him as
the man to watch in the coming
Bengal-Bulldog clash.
Fresno's little all-American
end, Jack Mulkey, proved him
self again a contender for lau
rels with his brilliant line
work and his conversions. To
morrow evening the Bulldogs
meet the West Texas State Buf
faloes in the raisin city's Ratcliffe Stadium.
HOME COMING

IH-MH

mm
n

P -ij'

in
rfS

A superior Tiger squad was de
feated in Fresno last year by a
bare 7-0 margin. The game next
week is the opening gun in PaDisplaying unlimited power in its pony backfield, cific'c Homecoming Week.

: |i.

Ifi

is

t

sierra
"BLONDIE

HAS SERVANT TROUBLE
PENNEY SINGLETON
ARTHUR LAKE
LARRY SIMON
—and—

"GLAMOUR
FOR SALE"
ANITA LOUISE
ROGER PRYOR

II
! •

Some Bengal Injuries Plus Possible
Let-Down May Open Up Game
WefeneJ
. MtM

'» P'-OPO™"™ '•* «•
came when A1 Deri»m

first string left half; Dick Fol-4
mer, guard; Stu Lewis, regular
left end, and Armand Swisher,
guard, were .promoted to the Cali
fornia varsity as a result of their
play in the Ramblers' 15-7 victory
over Cal Aggies.

BACKS MADE ENDS

Adventures
Of Pupil
Hitchhiker

The changes, which left the
(Continued from page 8)
Bear junior varsity weak at end
forced Coach Walt Gordon to hurry if we want to get out to
shift backs Courson and Thomas the stadium in good time. Let's
to the important wing positions
Losses in the backfield and at see the fellows before the game
guard were minimized by the ad down in the dressing room.
dition to the squad of five var They are in a good football
sity players moved down to the mood. They'll give the Irish
Ramblers for further seasoning. something to remember them
Walt Gordon Jr., sophomore by. Hope Vaughan doesn't
quarterback, Martin Beck and hurt his foot again. There goes
Walt Yatchmenoff, tackles, and the kick off. Look at all of
Carl Leipzig, John Leidorf, and those Notre Dame players, and
Ernie Gentner, guards, will get aren't they big. Gosh, we're
needed game experience with the going right through those guys.
Ramblers before going back to Hurrah, Hurrah, Mears just
the Bear varsity. All will prob went over for a touchdown.
ably see much action against Pa- First quarter, 7-0; half time, 7-7;
third quarter, 13-7. We can
cific.

still get them, gang, come on.
Oh, what a tough break. Notre
Dame intercepted a pass. Darn
it's another touchdown. Oh,
well, It was a respectable 25-7
score. We gave them a bad
time for a while. Let's go,
Babe, we've got 2600 miles to
which may precipitate a let-down go to get home. Good bye,
against the weakly-considered gang, see you when you pull
Bear baby brothers.
into Stockton.
Stan Vaughn aggravated a Sunday, October 6; Monday, Oc
former ankle injury early in
tober 7, and Tuesday, Octo
the Irish tussle, and will prob
ber 8
ably not be in top shape for
another week. Aron Rem pel Dear Diary:
Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Nebras
suffered a cut hand, but played
much of the contest; conse ka, Wyoming, Utah, Nevada, and
Yes,
quently his added strength will Stockton. Hey, fellows.
we're back. Didn't you expect us
be available.
Backfield men sure to sparkle

are Hans Peterson and Bill Lasthe Jaysee Cubs soundly spanked the Sacramento Junior
siter, an exceptional pass
College eleven by 22-6 last Friday. The bottom depicts
thrower.
LIONS
LOSE
small Gordy Alphonso on one of his numerous runs;
The Loyola Lions and their TIGERS HURT
The Tiger squad, back from a
while the other shows the Stockton squad ready to put new coach, Marty Brill, lost a
tight ball game to a tough Texas 25-7 defeat at South Bend, is
the pigskin into play.
Tech squad 19-0. The Tigers meet nursing a few injured linemen,

NOW PLAYING

iKjiS

1940

Fox CALIFORNIA
HO*

STARTS SUNDAY
Mickey Rooney
Judy Garland

"STRIKE UP THE
BAND"
—Also—
LATEST

MARCH OF TIME
—And—

COLORED CARTOON

the Lions in Los Angeles on Oct.
25th.
Brill is a former Notre Dame
star, playing in the hey-day of
the Knute Rockne regime. He re
placed Mike Pecarovich last
spring after the latter had dif
ficulty winning contests with an
infantile-paralysis-ridden squad.

A valuable private collection of
mathematics books has been do
Also, the lack of tough, orga
nated to Little Rock, Ark., Junior
college by Miss Ursula Herring. nized practice during the trip
home has caused apprehension
in some quarters.

FRIEDBERGER'S
Featuring:
TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED
339 East Mala Street
JEWELERS

so soon? Drove right
straight
through. Get much sleep? Nope.
Haven't seen a bed since last Fri
day. Tired? Sortof. How are you
going to make up all of that
Centre college, Danville, Ky., Is schoolwork? Probablywon't—just
opening a $250,000 endowment hope that we get caught in con
scription before cinch notices
campaign.
come out We certainly had a
Yale College was originally lo good time, didn't we, Joe Babe?
cated at Saybrook, Conn.
We must have covered nearly
6000 miles. Not quite, uh? Let's
go to bed so we can meet the
team in the morning. Oh, Joe
Babe? What? Would you make
the trip again if the team went
back? You're darn tootin! Me,
too. Good night.

• WANT A PSA CARD • NEED A PSA CARD • GOTTA GET A PSA CARD
Because

It's Dance
Time Again

In recognition of his contribu
tion to Cleveland education and
health, Western Reserve Univer
sity's Pres. Winfred G. Leutner
lias been awarded the B. F. Good
rich Silver Plaque.

Sat., Sun., Mon., Tue.

GIRLS: Nab a date with that handsome man
and keep on his trail till dance time tonight at
the gym commemoration dance after the game.
Remember the time—

'Gold Rush Masie'
ANN SOUTHERN
LEE BOWMAN
—and—

"UNTAMED"
RAY MILL AND

FRIDAY NITE—10:30 T I L L 2:00

ADMISSION

'Mortal Storm'
MARGARET SULLIVAN
— And —

PER COUPLB
WITHOUT
STUDENT
BODY
CARD

WED., THURS., FBI.

CaBBlC
^

"THE CAPTAIN
WAS A LADY'
RILLIE BURKE

W\mAciP
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Cubs
panthers, 22-8
Pony Backs Scamper for Gains;
Line Veterans Outstanding
Coach Doug Dashiell's Stockton Jay see eleven, loos-ag for the first time the total power and deception of
their offensive machine, staged their second straight
major upset of the season as they hurled back the
Sacramento J. C. Panthers, 22-6, last Friday night in
Baxter Stadium.

Newman Club
Elects
Officers

IRISH NOT SO HOT

•

SAY STATISTICS
N. D. Pac.
First Downs
13
9
Rushing
12
5
Passing
1
4
Penalties
0
0
Net Yards Rushing ...285 62
Yards Lost
21 17
Net Yards Forwards .. 54 67
Forwards Attempted ... 12 21
Forwards Completed .
3 14
Behind Line
0
9
Intercepted By
1
2
Yards Interceptions
Return
1 18
Punts, Number
5 10
Returned by
7
1
Blocked by
0
0
Punts, Average
33 36
Kickoff s, Number .... 6
1
Returned by
1
4
Kickoffs, Average
42 55
Yards Kicks Returned ,, 81 67
Punts
40 45
Kickoffs
41 62
Goal
0
0
Fumbles
4
2
Ball Lost
1
1
Penalties
5
0
Yards Lost on Penalties 35
0
Final Score
25 • 7

The sparkling Cub attack,
RAMBLERsmashing for 16- first downs to
Sacramento's one, 238 yards
BENGAL
gained to Sacramento's 48, ac
counted for points in every quar
RECORD
ter of the ball game. Coach Dashjell's pony backfield, using com
One look at the Pacific-Ramb
plicated spinner and man-in-mo- ler records makes one wonder if
tion devices, scampered almost this will be another 1937 or 1938.
at will through the completely
Pacific Ramblers
bewildered Panther line.
1933
3
0
.934
6
0
FIRST QUARTER SCORE
Within ten minutes of the op 1936
26
0
ening kickoff Hal Grahlman went 1937
4
7
slicing off left tackle from the 1938
28
0
32
three-yard line
to draw first 1939
7
blood. The score climaxed an 80yard drive which was interrupt
99
14
ed only momentarily as SaramenWon 5, lost 1, tied 0.
.
to took over the ball for two
downs before fumbling on their
College of the Pacific alumni
Fifth Column
own thirty-five.
of Kern County met in BakersFrom there Grahlman rifled a
field last Tuesday for their first
pass to Alphonse, who was driv Invades
fall meeting.
en out of bounds after a gain of
12 yards. Grahlman then smash Gridiron
Dr. Malcolm Eiselen of the fac
ulty, was the guest speaker at
ed tackle two successive times to
When San Jose State's football a dinner which preceeded the
put the pall on the Panthers'
thirteen. Hebbron made four at team meets San Diego State Fri meeting. Mr. Robert Burns, sec
left tackle, and Alphonse bucked day night (October 11) in Spartan retary of the Pacific Alumni As
for five more. On the following Stadium, the customers are going sociation was in attendance as
play Grahlman carried it over. to be just a little puzzled when representative of that group.
they thumb through their pro
Hebbron failing to convert.
In the second quarter the tow grams.
ering punts of Charlie Blackwell, ALLEN CULPRIT
Line Coach Kjeldsen's ace run
They will see pictured among
ning guard, drove the Sacramen- the San Jose warriors a shaggyBY VOUR SMlLINCr ASSOCIATED usnuers,
toans to their own 18-yard stripe. haired lad by the name of Ver
IWHEN WAS THE
On their first play the hapless non Allen. The puzzling part is
FIRST COLLEGIATE
visitors fumbled. And the Cubs that, although Mr. Allen is pic
FOOTBALL GAME
were on the march -again.
PLAYED ?
tured with the San Joseans, he
SACS TALLY
wall play for the San Diegans.
2.WHAT IS THE
Lloyd Hebbron, Stockton field
PENALTY WHEN
Even odder is the fact that
general, slipped through tackle
SOW TEAMSFOUL
Allen
actually
was
a
member
of
ON THE SWFPL AV?
for 8 yards, but Grahlman lost
7 attempting a forward pass. A the San Jose squad this season
series of line smashes carried before he became affiliated with
the ball to the Sacramento five. the San Diego team. The pro
Then Grahlman slipped over gram layouts were made up for
guard to hit pay dirt Hebbron the season and will not be
again failed to convert.
changed.
With the score 12-0 against BIG BOY
them, the visitors came out af
Allen, a 6 foot 2 inch, 211
ter the half to stage what prov pounder from Brawley, showed
ed a semblence of a sustained
drive. This brief offensive flur up for San Jose football practice
WE WERlT\
ry carried the Panthers exactly in September before school start TlftST COLUEfirlATE
FIRST WlTHV
,
CERTIFIED
18 yards before it bogged down ed. He left, however, just before FOOTBAU- &MAE
.CLEAN COMFORT,
NOVEMBER 1669 ' f A
on the Baby Bengals' forty-seven the Texas A. & I. game, which TOTOfKS
STATIONS/
VS PRINCETON' *
6
4
was held on registration day.
yard line.
0
Late in the third stanza Ver Thus, although he was a mem
THE PLAV IS CALLED
non Judge, slim taclde from ber of the squad for a time, he
OFF WITHOUT
PENALTY
Stockton High, fell on a block played in no games, did not regis
ed Sacramento kick over the ter in school. A center at San
goal line to score the third lo Jose, he plays tackle for San
cal touchdown. Hebbron's suc Diego.
cessful conversion made the
Not puzzled but downright
sore 19-0 in favor of the under
worried
is the San Jose coach
dog Cubs.
ing
staff,
which knows Allen's
Sacramento's lone tally came
in the last period when Charlie presence in the San Diego
Blackwell's kick was blocked and ranks means the Aztecs have
rolled over the goal where Pan more complete knowledge of
ther lineman Flumer fell on it. Spartan plays than any scout
Late in the game after Black- could ever obtain. The Spar
well's long kicks had again driv tan coaches think it's down
en the invaders deep into their right fifth columnistic.
own territory, Stockton gained
possession of the ball on the Cap
ital City 25. In three tries, Heb Spartans Roll
PACIFIC AND WALNUT
bron reached the four. Two plays
After losing the opening game
later his field goal attempt split of the season, the San Jose Spar
the cross-bars neatly to make the tans have bounced back into
final score Stockton 22, Sacra prominence with three consecu
mento 6.
tive wins, scoring 74 points to ("Don 't Let Your
The crowd, estimated at over their opponents' 0. The Tigers
Shoes Go To
two thousand, was the largest meet the Spartans November 8
ever to witness a Cub grid tilt.
at San Jose.
The Dogs"
LINEMEN HOT
Coach Dashiell was well pleas
ed with the showing of his boys
nnd stated that they played an
unexpectedly fine" game. Espe Groceries
cially remarkable was the of
Poultry
fensive play of the Stockton line
Vegetables
with veterans Klapstein, Black
}veH and Spaulding accounting
Fruits
f°r the widest holes.
Meats
In the backfield the spectators
were markedly enthusiastic over
he tricky and elusive running of
Factory Shoe Repairing
'i1^, Gordon Alphonse, who dodg23 S. Sutter
Dial 2-9022
u his way for many long gains
American and Channel
We Call and Deliver
was
,
an integral part of Dash
11 s aerial attack.

Kern County
Alumni Meet

OfF THE GRIDIRON

Paul's Associated
Service

Gala-Delucclii

DQNNELL'S

Touchdowns
4
Conversions
,.. 1
Goals From Field ... 0
Safeties
0

NOTRE DAME

2<£>!£.8S.£2-SS
IS 3

<5;

Saggau .
Juswick
Piepul ,.
Evans . .
Baggarus
Crimmins
Leonard
McGowan
PACIFIC
Halbert .
Seifert ..
Mears
Frisholz .
Miller ...
Thomas .

;

10
6
10
7
6
2
2
1

I

g.

' h< &
*
p :. f M
>-i • >-i to
EL • a m
B> • 01 &

35 14 21 2
69 0 69 11
98 0 98 10
59 0 59 8
20 1 19 3
23 0 2311.5
G 6 6 3
5 0 5 5

13 32 13 19 1.5
3 2 3 1 0
10 20 0 20 2
4 15 1 14 3.5
3 8 0 8 3
1 2 0 2 2

TWO SALINAS
BACKS OUT
CRIPPLED

The Newman Club of the Col
lege of. the Pacific and Stockton
Junior College held its second
meeting on October 8 at t he
home of Miss Leta Lauzen in
Stockton.
Before the regular
meeting new and old members
were entertained by Miss Lauzen
at a buffet supper.
The main business of the meet
ing was the election of club of
ficers which are as follows:
President, Tom Ferrari; vicepresident, Marion Schirle; sec
retary, Marie fcanlls;
treasurer,
June Owens.
It is interesting to note that
three of these offices won by
one vote each over his or her
opponent. After Tom Ferrari
took over his position as presi
dent many questions were pre
sented to the members for the
good of the club. Membership
of the Newman Club is not yet
closed and new members are still
welcome.
Harvard University's $143,000
endowment makes it America's
richest educational institution.

The crying towel is really be
Dr. H. C. Byrd of the Univer
ing put in use by Coach "Bud" sity of Maryland has announced
Winters of Salinas J. C., who plans for construction of a foot
announced that two of his star ball stadium to seat 25,000.
halfbacks, Bill Leonard and Laverne Turner, have broken right
feet and will be unable to play Blue Ribbon Dairy
tonight against Doug. Dashiell'ss
SERVING
Cubs.
Ordinarily Winters should be
Our Products
the happiest man in football this
AT
season, because his junior col
lege team is the highest scoring
"Cub House"
C. team in the United States
so far this year, winning by
scores of 38 to 0, 32 to 0, and 39
to 0. This brings up the grand
total of 109 points and a great
big nothing for its opponents.

SKI FANS
Let Us Put Your Skis in
First Class Shape

SPECIAL
PRE-SEASON

PRICES

Completely Refinished
SKIS

$3.75

Refinished
Ski Bottoms

$2.00
$2.00

Running Grooves
in Skis

With
Edges

$3.50
$5.50

Six Coats of
Base Wax . .

$1.00

Install Metal
Edges

SALES AND RENTALS
WE HAVE NO OLD STOCK.
EVERYTHING IS NEW

STOCKTON SKI SHOP
Owned and Operated by a PSA Member

Harold Monaghan
127 N. CALIFORNIA

DIAL 8-8830
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By BOB CONAWAY

Swimming, tennis and golf
athletes — consider yourselves
very fortunate. According to re
cent compilations, yours and
water polo are the safest col
legiate sports.

BOB CONAWAY, Editor

CUBS LEAVE FOR
SALINAS SAME

Tigers Startle
Crowd With
First Score
Irish Finally Subdue Bengals
After Brilliant First Quarter

Upset-Kids May Dump Strong Panther
Squad With Three Lopsided Wins

By BOB MONAGAN
For fifty minutes a brave band of College of rac.uc
.
the highly favored Notre Dame Fighting
Coach Doug Dashiell's Tiger Cubs leave the campus
this noon to tangle in what promises to bcajvotlycon Sifh'on nirly e^ terms; leading the first quarter
a half-time 7-7, and a third quarter score of
tested game with a highly favored Salinas Junior College 7 0
Football, as expected, leads the eleven. The kick off is slated at 8:00 p. m.
13-7 against them, hut the Irish crashed through with

list of most injurious sports, with
wrestling, track, soccer, basket
ball, baseball and boxing follow
ing in that order. These ratings,
compiled at San Jose, are based
upon the per capita ratio of inju
ries among eleven intercollegiate
sports.

I
i/Minfidou/nc in
The Salinas Panthers will be a hard team to st p two
touchdowns
in less than
than one
minute to
dampen the Tiger through for two touch Jo.-'.c in
as the lettuce city eleven is rid*
hopes, the final score being »o-7. less than one
ing high on a string of one-sided
The 28 men from Pacific minute to ice
scores. In three encounters the
startled the 30,000 assembled the game. HalPanthers piled up more than 100
fans as they stood the mighty b e r t ' s s h o r t
points, defeating Santa Maria,
Irish first string on their heads, kick went out
San Jose State frosh, and Portergrabbing the ball on the first
ville Junior College.
exchange of punts on their own of bounds on
POORE AGAIN HOT
MANY PASSES
40-yard
line
and
marching the Pacific 32,
Captain Ernie "Streaky" Poore,
The Salinas squad promises a
through the Laydenites for five and from here
sensational left half of the Fresno wide open game with plenty of
consecutive first downs and a 11-American
Bulldogs has served notice that passes and laterals. Last week
Tennis Scheduled to
Milt Piepul and
seven points.
he has regained his form of two the Panthers took the opening
company went
Begin Monday
years ago and will be all over kick off and ran it back for a
HALBERT SEIFERT COMBO
to work. Pie
Pi EPOI*
Baxter Stadium several weeks touchdown, capitalizing on a well
Mears made a yard at center. pul slammed to
hence. In the first Bulldog game, executed lateral. Another lateral
Halbert fumbled and recovered, the Tiger 15, Juswik went to the
in which they defeated the Whit- on a punt run-back was good for
After getting off to more than picking up three yards around 10 on a reverse, Piepul went to
„ Slow start, the intramural right end. Halbert passed to Sei- the five, and two plays later
tier Poets 13 to 7, he gained 148 six points.
games of Coaches Jackson and
yards for an average gain of 11.3
Coach Ken Stocking, who Kjeldsen are beginning to come fert for a first down on the Irish smashed over tackle for the
yards a play! With him and End
47. Halbert went wide around score. Boyarsky again broke
Jack Mulkey the Bulldogs have scouted the Panthers in their into their own and really roll on right end for six yards. Mears through to black the conversion
two potential little ail-American Porterville contest, reports the down.
crashed center for a first down attempt.
on the Irish 35. Halbert circled
players.
Salinas boys in both the line LOTSA PEP
The Irish kicked off arid a
The contests just ended, com left end to the Notre Dame 32. reckless Pacific pass was inter
and backfield showed some ex
CUBS GROW
plete the second week of games.
Seifert failed to gain. A pass, cepted on the first play on the
Various Cub footballers — in cellent blocking. Whenever a During the past few days there Halbert to Seifert, gave Pacific Pacific 20. One pass failed and
fact, the entire squad is rapidly man is out in the clear he al has been more spirit and co-op a first down on the Irish 25. Hal Juswik went through left guard
establishing a reputation in this ways gets plenty of interfer eration shown by the different bert lost two yards on a try at for a score. This time Piepul's
vicinity. Witness last Friday's ence. Blocking on punt returns teams, since the beginning of the left tackle, then passed to Boy- place kick was good. (Where
intramural season.
biggest-to-date local Jaysee aud
arsky to the Irish 22. Another was Boyarsky this time.)
The handicap of no suitable Halbert to Seifert toss placed the
ience. And with their added and kick offs is exceptionally
dressing-room facilities has been, ball on the Notre Dame 17. Hal BOYARSKY IJpT
prestige, winning streak, and ex fine.
no doubt, the cause of such bert circled right end for a first
The boys were great in defeat
cellent play is coming a demand INJURED JAYSEES
meager turnouts. This is es down on the Irish nine-yard line. even though the last two Notre
for more space, a more promi
The locals are in only fair con pecially true of off campus or
After losing three, Halbert Dame scores took the heart out
nent spacing in the WEEKLY.
dition
after last week's surprise ganizations which really need tossed to Seifert for seven, and of them. They might have been
With each past game there
victory over Sacramento Junior the services the new gymnasium another one was good for one averted with a little closer play.
further widens the noticeable
will soon be able to offer.
Halbert then passed to Mears Boyarsky was acclaimed as one
division between Pacific and College. Briles and Grahlman TENNIS BEGINS
are
added
to
the
long
injured
list.
who was tossed out of bounds of the best players on the field
the Junior College. Several
According to the intromural
years ago, the Cubs were only Briles is definitely out, but Grahl schedule, tennis will start Mon on the one-yard line. In two because of his sensational play
attempts Mears cracked through at right end, and Dave Gay was
a frosh squad with a Jaysee man, speedy left half, who has day, October 14. The teams will
the middle for the score. Seifert credited by the Notre Dame
not
been
practicing
this
week
be
name. Several of last year's
consist of 4 men, 2 for singles converted with Halbert holding. coaching staff as one of the
outstanding Tigers were sopho cause of a bad ankle, may see and 2 for doubles. Points will IRISH MOVE
toughest linemen their boys had
mores, members of the Junior some action although it is doubt be scored as they have been in
From then on the scrappy Ben been up against in a long time.
ful.
College. This year, according
the past, one point for each sin
Dale Halbert was a constant
Coach Dashiell takes the pes gles match won, and two points gals were placed on the defense
to reports, there is no secondto hold the mighty Irish with threat with his passing and
simistic
attitude
that
his
team
is
for
each
doubles
match
won.
year man on the Bengal team,
Saggau's pass- running and Dwayne Mears
The results showed that West
all eligible sophs preferring to in for a tough game, probably a
ing,
Piepul's was always good for a couple
beating.
Salinas
is
confident
and
Town lost a forfeit to Rhizomia,
remain with the Cubs.
plunging, and of yards through the middle
further advanced than the locals Manor doing the same to East
of the supposedly tough Irish
at this stage of the season. The Town. On October 8 Archania
WEAKEN TIGERS
Juzwik's run line. Doug Vieira gave Pacific
replacements
of
injured
regulars
was hotter than a two-bit pistol
ning in check. backs the best exhibition of
This makes naturally for a
stronger, better coordinated Jay are not yet ready for such com and annihilated West Town two
Midway in the blocking that they have had in
straight games. East Town also
see squad, but we wonder what petition they will meet tonight.
f i r s t p e r i o d a long time, and finally found
Thirty-three players, three lost a hard fought battle to
it will do to Pacific sports? De
they raced to himself. He should prove in
prived of sophomores, Stagg, coaches and a trainer will make Omega Phi.
the Pacific 35- valuable the rest of the season
SCHEDULES
Francis, et al will have a diffi the trip to Salinas.
yard line, but in the blocking spot.
The
parings
for
the
tennis
in
Russ Agnew, Gordon Alphon
The Tiger offense was sensa
cult time establishing a major
a fourth down
tramurals
will
be:
October
14
tional in the first period, but
gridiron power at Pacific. With se, Harrison Briles, Ray Bird, Rhizomia vs. Dorm; October 15
pass
went
in
its larger enrollment, the Junior Charles Blackwell, Ted Coats, Manor vs. Archania; October 16
complete over couldn't hold up against the
Spqqflt)
College may even surpass the Bill Carroll, Eugene Cloy, Rich West Town vs. Omega Phi.
the
goal line. three fresh teams that Elmer
higher institution in certain ath Durham, Vernon Ghiorzo, Leon
With
the
start
of
the
second Layden keep switching into the
Volley
ball
listings
will
be
ard Gundert, Hal Grahlman,
game.. The Tigers were not out
letic endeavors.
Lloyd Hebbron, Vernon Judge, October 14, West Town vs. Ome period, the fighting Tigers had
uul
Certainly, if there is con Earl Klapstein, Bill Livie, Dave mega Phi—East Town vs. Dorm; the Irish attack fairly well in smarted, out-played, or outbut were out-manned.
tinued cooperation between the Livie, Martin Locke, Charles Mo- October 15, Rhizomia vs. Ar hand. A third down plunge was charged,
coaching staffs of the two kiao, Ray Mitchler, Don Mills, chania—Manor bye; October 16, stopped by Irwin and Gay for a
schools, as there should be, the Bill Orvis, Keichi Ogasawara, West Town vs. Dorm—East Town two-yard advance, but an off
great dangers here prevelant Jack Prowse, Al Philp, Harold bye; October 17, Manor vs. Ar side penalty called against the Fresno Contest
of teaching a new system is re Paris, Robert Smith, Darrell Swa- chania—Rhizomia vs. Omega Irish was marched off, against
the wishes of the Tigers on an Hearing
duced or even destroyed. We gerty, Fred Stornetta, Phil Stow, Phi.
official's error. This gave the
are not here condeming nor ap Ed Spaulding, Leonard Sawrey, STANDINGS
to date are Irish third and eight rather than Complete Sellout
proving, merely asking.
and Bob Ward.
fourth and three.
The probable starting lineups: as follows;
Tickets, all of which are re
FINISH KILLING
W. L. Pet.
Tfeam—
Stockton
Po i.
Salinas
3 0 .1000 PAY DIRT
served, for the Fresno-Pacific
Humboldt, the Far Western Gundert
LFR
Murphy
3 0 .1000
It was at this point that they football -contest during Home*
Conference's newest addition, Judge
LTR
Trotter
1 1 .500 connected for a forty-one-yard
again made the headlines with a Spaulding .. LGR
Branson Manor
1 2 .333 pass which set them up for coming Week are being sold rap
sensational 13-12 victory over Klapstein
C
Brown East Town
1 3 .250 their first score three plays idly, according to sales chairman
Cal Poly. This latter school has Bl'kwell (C) RGL
Arroyo
0 1 .000 Without the officials error the Dorothy Francis.
been invited to become a mem Bird
RTL.. .... Kelley
0 4 .000 Tigers probably would have left
Eight hundred rooters' seats
ber of the league, but so far has Dunham .... REL.... Stewart
the field leading 7-0 at half time
refused. The score indicates a Hebbron .. .. Q
have
been reserved in addition
Chappell
The Tired Tiger could not
Los Angeles City college has seem to get rolling offensively
fairly even matched pair of Mills
2.LHR
Cornett
to five hundred tickets sent t0
teams.
C o n c l u s i o n : P a c i f i c Alphonse ...RHL
Leonard added 20 new courses in depart in the second half, and were the raisin city for townspeopleshould drop from the Conference, Mokiao
F
Kennady ments of business, cultural arts, on their heels most of the last Two special trains are planned
drama, law, mathematics, life sci two periods. A few minutes
give smaller, more-evenly match
ence, psychology and social sci after the second half started to bring the enthusiasts to Stock*
ed squads a chance to join. Re dropped their football team
sult: Better football games for from intercollegiate competi ence.
the Irish second team broke ton.
Tickets for coming Tiger grl
the spectators, especially' those tion, but retained Big Ten
through, giving the N. D's a
games
- may be purchased 'J1
at home; a more lively player in membership for the other
13-7 lead. Boyarsky, playing
The United States pledge of a brilliant defensive game all downtown Stockton in the f°jj
terest; and more money to make sports. Could not Pacific have
allegiance was written by Fran day,
Ritter happy.
broke
through
and lowing stores: the Owl Drug 311
an independent grid squad, cis J. Bellamy, member of the blocked the conversion.
Blaney and Specken on
That the other sports would
Conference track and tennis 1876 class at the University of
Tnr
"WJ early
V.VAO. XJ ill
llic fourth
J.UUI IU street;
>JViV.vl.( Yolland
i OllUUU Johnson
UUllllOUU and
c.
It was
in the
suffer is not true. Chicago
teams?.
Rochester.
quarter that the Irish blasted ner Hardware on Weber.

Grab Edge In
Iniramurals

